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It is generally recognized that no person is more

important in the education of a future teac'ier than the super-

vising teacher, also called the "cooperating teacher," with

whom the novice undertakes student teaching. The supervising

teacher has tremendous influence in many ways. For example,

Seperson and Joyce (1981) found that cooperating teachers had

a highly significant impact upon the teaching styles of their

student teachers. The relationship therefore, between teacher

and supervising teacher, is important. Such a concern is

underlined by the results of a study of Southall and King (1979)

who asked supervising teachers to identify the critical

incidents faced by student teachers--a critical incident being

defined as a situation which might "jeopardize the completion

or success of the student teaching experience" (p. 34). The

most common critical incident identified by these supervising

teachers was, by far, the "lack of communication between

cooperating teacher and the student teacher" (p. 35).

The present study was directed toward understanding one

plausible basis of such poor communication: A conflict in

basic beliefs about the cause of pupil success and failure.

For example, as Weiner (1972) has suggested, parent-teacher
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conferences are likely to deteriorate rapidly if the parent

and the teacher hold conflicting views about whether the

cause of a pupil's failure in schools lies with the teacher or

with the pupil. Similarly, a breakdown in communication is

likely to be found if student teachers believe that the

pupil's successes are to be attributed to the teacher and

pupil's failures to the pupil when their supervising teachers

believe the opposite.

There is empirical evidence to suggest that such a

conflict in causal beliefs might frequently occur. The

literature shows that actors and observers usually make

different attributions of the consequences of the actor's

behavior. Under a variety of conditions, individuals acting

in achievement settings, unlike observers, usually attribute

success internally to themselves. while failure is attributed

to external factors (Arkin, Gleason and Johnston, 1976;

Nisbett, et el., 1973; Larson, 1977; Miller, 1976). While

some writers explain this "self-serving bias" in motivational

terms (e.g., Larson, 1977; Miller, 1976), others have adopted

an information processing framework (Jones and Nisbett, 1971;

Monson and Snyder, 1977). They point out that since actors

and observers have different information available, the

observed differences in attribution patterns may not be a

matter of "bias." It seems clear, however, that in inter-

preting such findings, it is important to note the conditions

of the study (Miller and Roses, 1975).
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In the field of education, Beckman (1973), using a "bogus

student," found that teachers took relatively greater credit

for their students' success and less blame for failure than

did neutral observers of the teaching session. However, in a

different but also contrived setting, Ames (1979) found

teachers readily accepted responsibility for student failures.

With instructions to rate the importance of different causes

of their pupils' successes and failures in class, Keislar

(1979) found that the extent of such a "bias" among student

teachers depended on the success orientation of the individual.

Attributions for teaching success and failure reflect

causal beliefs, beliefs as to who or what deserves credit or

blame, in other words responsibility. As such, attributions

are fundamental psychological factors to be understood in any

discussion of teacher accountability. The causal beliefs of

supervising teachers are basic to the way they evaluate the

performance of student teachers and the way they interact with

them.

It was the purpose of this investigation to understand

better the attributional patterns of supervising teachers, in

relation to their student teachers. A secondary goal was to

develop and assess the merits of an instrument to measure the

attributions of supervising teachers.



The instrument

The attribution test consisted of two parts, one dealing

with "pupil success in learning" and the other treating

"pupil failure to learn." There vac a total of 36 items,

each consisting of a statement whose importance as a cause was

to be rated on a six point scale.

Using an adaptation of Weiner's attributional model (1979),

the causal sources, or attributional categories, were: pupil

ability, pupil effort, student-teacher ability to teach,

student-teacher effort, help from the supervising teacher,

and difficulty of the task (the teaching assignment). Three

items, arranged randomly throughout the test, were used for

success attributions to assess each of the above attributions.

Examples are "The student teacher tried very hard to do a good

job of teaching," "I gave the student teacher the right kind

of support." Each statement on the failure attribution scale

was a restatement in the negative of the corresponding success

statement, e.g., "I gave the student teacher very little

support." A parallel test, identical except for slight differences

in wording, especially in use of pronouns, was prepared for use

by student teachers. These two attribution tests are presented

in Appendices A and B, respectively.
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Method

The two forms of the test were distributed to 165 student

teachers and their supervising teachers. To preserve complete

anonymity, no identifying data was obtained other than level

of teaching in school. All respondents were assured that there

was no interest in knowing anyone's name. Useable tests were

obtained from 106 supervising teachers and 95 student teachers.

Because of an occasional skipped item, the N for some analyses

was lower.

Results

The first question is about the adequacy of the instrument

for the student teachers and the supervising teachers

separately. The reliabilities, Cronbach's alpha, of these

12 scales, for supervising teachers, ranged from .75 to .92.

But because of the likelihood of a response set to rate state-

ments generally high or low, the 36 raw scores for each person

were transformed to standardized scores. The reliability of

these individualized standardized ratings ranged from .58 to

.85, somewhat lower but still satisfactory for measures based

on only three items. Very similar ranges were obtained for the

student 1.eachers. The reliabilities of all these scales, both

raw and standardized scores, are presented in Tables 1 and 2,

which also show all means and standard deviations for both

groups.
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Unlike most attribution tests, where the word ability or

effort is used to denote the source, the present instrument

used three statements for each of such terms. To find out

whether the three statements "hang together," as expected,

a factor analysis was undertaken for each group separately.

For the supervising teachers, all 36 items, except two, loaded

with the other two items of the scale for which they were

designed. But even these two exceptions conformed, when the

second highest loading was taken into account. The factor

analysis called for exactly twelve factors. Ten scales loaded

on completely separate factors. Two scales for failure,

teacher ability and teacher effort, loaded together on one

factor indicating that these scales were not highly distinct

for the supervising teachers. An almost identical set of

findings was obtained from the factor analysis of the student

teachers. These results, with one or two exceptions, confirm

the fi-at that the three different statements were perceived

by respondents as being fairly unified measures, distinct from

the other scales.

The pattern of attributions given by the student teachers

under these general instructional conditions, indeed reveal a bias,

self-serving or otherwise. As shown in Figure 1, the studeit

teachers attributed to themselves, both for ability and effort,

greater importance for pupil success than they attributed to

the pupils, but they attributed to the pupils' ability and

effort relatively more importance for failure. This interaction
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was highly significant (F s 37.4, 1K.01). In other

words, they took relatively more credit for success and

less blame for failure, an interaction more pronounced for

secondary than for elementary teachers (F = 9.4, p.01)

The critical finding, however, lies in the data for

supervising teachers also presented in Figure 1. Here it

may be noted that supervising teachers also display the

same bias: They give the student teachers relatively more

credit for pupil success and less blame for pupil failure.

This interaction was also quite significant (F = 20.22,

p<.01). The differences between elementary and secondary

supervising teachers were not signif icant.

The supervising teachers did not differ in their "bias"

from the student teachers; the triPle.interaction (2 teacher

roles x 2 outcome conditions x 2 causes) was not significant.

Nevertheless, supervising teachers did give relatively more

credit to the student teachers (versus the Pupils) than did

the student teachers themselves (F 7.24, P.01). At the

same time, the supervising teachers blamed the pupils relatively

less than did the student teachers 5.75, p<.01) .

In an effort to throw more light on the nature of this

apparent "identification" with the student teacher, the scales

were rescored so as to provide measures of the difference

between attributions to the student teacher and attributions



to the Pupils separately
QceSs lid failure. These

"difference* scores, consisting 1'items
each, constitutedof 2 i

e of internality.for student tialllp
oneteachers essen n 1°21414.

Th e reli ab ;aities were .
62 and

.65 for and failure

respectively. We might note, p4rentbet1411,Y that two such

"internality* scales have
been tpecifIC

all4

v
developed for

teachers fn4uskey, 1980; lose and madvisY, l980).

For the supervising
teachers, these difference scores

were fairly reliable, .67 for and
*', for failure.

Using the difference scales' 1k reacp the skfte conclusions

as before: The supervising teachers gave t°re credit to

the student teachers (relative to the Pupils) than the student

teachers gave themselves,
and z.lativelY lesa

blame to the

pupils. Etlit this relationship
clepenaeo on

how the supervising

teacher felt about his or
her p stano

-', assessed by a

3 item scale. If supervising teacher's felt their own help to

the student teacher was
importallt

significantly blamed the student
61 912P11 Success, they

teacher relatively more for

failure (r ..... .28, 14.01)
Ther

als° 44 unreliable tendency

to give relatively less credit Otudellt
teacher (r = -.10).

Conversely, the more the supervising teacher felt that pupils

failed because of his or WIT lack of rie1114' the less relative

credit was given to the
student

eacti°. fr'auccess

p<.01), more relative blaole f°4' .30, P<=01).
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These attributions for failUt% illustrate augmenting

Principle (Kelley, 1971): The more s supervising teacher feels

Personally responsible for pail ftitilure,
student

teacher is blamed, and the legs credit given. On the

a discounting principle may be
for Q

the more the

success=
The more

hand,

a supervising teacher feels resP°11%iple for pupil success, the

leas credit and more blame is giveh to the student teacher.

It is of interest to note
that the supervising teachers

had strong views about what c°nstitutes an easy or
difficult

teaching assignment. Attribut1°11s to the easiness of the

teaching task correlated much higher with attributions to

Pupil ability (r = .62) than Vith Aupil
effort (r 0 .38)

Similarly the correlation of attributions to task difficulty

with attributions to lack of pupil ability (r a. .65) Was much

higher than to lack of pupil effott (r 2: '31), We may
conclude

that when supervising teacher-4 ilicle lic)s4 difficult a
teaching

assignment is, they give much frl°re weight to the ability of the

Pupils than to how much attent1°4 pr effort such pupils are

known to display. Student teachers, tooX the same

Position. All these correlation differences were sigoificant (?(.01)

A limitation of this study heecl5 to be mentioned. Although

the student teachers and the OPervising teachers drawn

returns left something
from the same program, the proP°z'tion of
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to be desired. We do not know how many of each of the two

groups were addressing the same classrooms in their replies.

A replication study is called for in which student teachers'

responses are paired in some way with those of their supervising

teachers even though both individuals remain unidentified. This

design would increase both the precision and information value

of the study. Such a replication study is currently underway.

Conclusion

The way that supervising teachers think about the causes

of pupil success and failure in the classroom would appear to

be important for the student teacher who is teaching those

pupils. This paper suggests, contrary to what might be expected

on the basis of other research in social psychology, that when

pupils succeed in learning, supervising teachers are more likely

to give credit to the student teachers than these beginners are

themselves. On the other hand, when pupils fail to learn,

supervising teachers are less likely to blame the pupils.

However, these tendencies are related to how much the supervising

teacher believes

important reason

likely to be the

that his or her help, or lack of it, was an

for the pupil outcomes. Important, also, is

supervising teachers' estimate of the difficulty

of the teaching assignment, a judgment which this study has

suggested is more closely related to what the supervising teacher

believes are the abilities of the pupils than their motivational

Ii
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patterns. The key role played by supervising teachers in

teacher education justifies further attempts to understand

their causal beliefs which underlie their evaluation of

student teachers.
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Figure 1. At;;ributions for pupil success and failure
by supervising teachers and student teachers.
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Table 1

Means, S.D.s, and Reliabilities for Supervising Teachers' Attributions

Number of
Items Attributions Mean S.D. Reliability

A. Success to

6 Pupil 18.0 ( 1.33) 5.5 (2.7) .84 (.66)

3 ability 8.1 ( .04) 3.2 (1.8) .79 (.65)

3 effort 9,9 ( 1.29) 2.9 (1.5) .75 (.58)

6.
Teacher 1ST) 23.5 ( 5.32) 4.2 (2.2) .83 (.68)

3 ability 11.1 ( 2.18) 2.7 (1.6) .84 (.76)

3 effort 12.4 ( 3.14) 2.1 (1.2) .79 (.67)

3 Super. Teacher 9.9 ( 1.23) 3.2 (1.9) .85 (.79)

3 Task Ease 5.5 (-1.70) 3.8 (2.2) .85 (.78)

B. Failure to

6 Pupil (FP) 13.3 (-1.36) 6.5 (3.2) .83 (.68)

3 ability 5.6 (-1.44) 3.6 (2.0) .75 (.60)

3 effort 7.8 ( .08) 3.9 (2.1) .87 (.80)

6 Teacher (FT) 13.2 (-2.11) 8.9 (4.5) .92 (.84)

3 ability 5.2 (-2.09) 4.6 (2.3) .90 (.75)

3 effort 8.0 (- .02) '4.9 (2.8) .88 (.83)

3 Super. Teacher 5.1 (-2.13) 4.5 (2.4) .91 (.85)

3 Task Difficulty 6.9 (- .59) 3.9 (2.3) .84 (.76)

17
Note: Figures iz parentheses refer to results from standardized scores



Table 2

Means,.S.D.s, and Reliab:Uities for Student Teachers' Attributions

number-of
Items Attributions Mean S.D. Reliability

A. Success to

6 Pupil (SP) 18.7 ( 2.08) 5.5 (2.8) .83 (.65)

3 ability 8.6 ( .43) 3.1 (1.8) .76 (.56)

3 effort 10.1 ( 1.65) 3.2 (1.8) .82 (.70)

6 Teacher (ST) 22.0 ( 4.35) 4.4 (2.7) .81 (.71)

3 ability 10.6 ( 1.88) 2.7 (1.8) .80 (.75)

3 effort 11.4 ( 2.47) 2.5 (1.5) .79 (.66)

3 Super. Teacher 9.1 ( .50) 4.0 (2.4) .86 (.77)

3 Task Ease 5.9 (-1.88) 3.2 (1.8) .75 (.48)

B. Failure to

6 Pupil (FP) 16.4 ( .21) 6.6 (3.5) .86 (.75)

3 ability 6.7 (- .83) 3.9 (2.1) .83 (.65)

3 effort 9.6 ( 1.04) 3.6 (2.1) .85 (.78).

6 Teacher (FT) 12.6 (-2.47) 7.4 (3.3) .88 (.67)

3 ability 4.9 (-2.26) 3.9 (1.7) .88 (.55)

3 effort 7.7 (- .21) 4.3 (2.4) .82 (.68)

3 Super. Teacher 5.5 (-1.81) 4.5 (2.5) .89 (.85)

3 Task Difficulty 6.9 (- .98) 3.6 (2.1) .74 (.61)

rote: Figures in parentheses refer to results from standardized scores



Appendix A

ATTRIBUTION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SUPERVISING TEACHERS



Part Y. Analysis of Pupil Success in Learning

Directions. During the term, when the student teacher was in charge, there were
occasions when pupils in the class were successful in learning. We'd like to ask,"Why did they learn so well on these different occasions?" There are probably a numberof reasons depending on the particular pupils and the particular occasion. But tryto think about all the events, when the student teacher was in charge, which repre-
sented successful learning. The more often a reason applies, the more important itIs in explaining pupil success in learning.

For each of the statements beloui, indicate the
importance of each statement by circling a
number using the code in the box to the right.

When the student teacher was in charge
Reasons for Pupil Success in Learning

7. The pupils were very capable learners.

8. The student teacher snent a lot of time
preparing for this lesson.

5 = An extremely important reason

4 = A very important reason

3 = A fairly important reason

2 = A somewhat important reason

1 = A slightly Important reason

0 = Of no importance at all

Importance of this Reason for Pupil
Success in Learning

5

9. The student teacher has a lot of ability for 5
teaching this subject.

.10. I really helped the student teacher.
.. 5

11. Teaching this subject to these pupils was 5
a very easy 'assignment.

.12. The pupils worked very hard.

13. The student teacher has a real talent for .5
teaching in this field.

14. The student teacher tried very hard to do 5
a good job of teaching.

'15. Most teachers would have had an easy time with 5
this teaching task.

26. I gave the student teacher the right kind s 5
of support.

.--...
. -

.17. The pupils knew how to learn this subject well. 5

18: The pupils really tried tc do their best. 5
19w The student teacher paid very careful attention 5

to what he or she was doing.

.20. The student teacher was godd at getting this 5
subject across.

21. The pupils had a lot of aptitude for this subject.5

22. Any teacher would have found it. easy to teach 5
these pupils.

23. I tried hard to assist the student teacher. 5

24. The pupils paid very careful attention that day. 5

4 3 2 1

4 3 .2 1

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 . 1
.

4 3 2 3. 0

4 3 2 L. 0
. -

4 3 2 1 0

4 .3 2 .1 0

4 3 2 3. 0

4 3 2. -.1 0

4 3. 2 1 - 0

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 '0
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Part II. AnalmilsoftlrilFal.12Ep to Lea

Directions. During the term, when the student teacher was in charge, there were
occasions when pupils in the class were pot successful in learning. We'd like to

ask, "Why did they fail on these occasions? There are probably a number of reasons
depending on the particular pupils and the particular occasion. But try to think

about all the events, when the student teacher was in charge, when represented pupil

failure to learn. The more often a reason applies, the more important it is in
explaining pupil failure to learn.

For each of the statements below, indicate the
importance of each statement by circling a
number using the code in the box.

5 An extremely important reason

4 Avery important reason

3 = A fairly important reason

2 sz A somewhat important reason

1 ft'A slightly important reason

0 = Of no importance at all

When the student teacher 'as in charge Importance of this reason
Reasons for Pupil Failure to Learn for pupil failure to learn

25.:The pupils were fairly slow learners. s 3 2 1

26. Ale student teacher did not prepare well 5.. -- 4
enough for the session.

3 2 1 0

27. The student teacher really doesn't have much 5 4 3 2 3. 0

ability to teach this subject.

112. I didn't really help the student teacher. 4 3 2 1 0

-29. Teaching this subject to this cla..s was a 4
most difficult assignment.

3- 2 1 0.

30. The pupils didn't work very hard on that 5 4
occasion.

*3 2 1 0

31. Thla student teacher is just, unable to teach 5 4
this field well.

.
32. The student teacher didn't try very hard to S 4

do a good job of teaching.

3

3

2

2

1

1

'0

0

NoSt teachers would have had a very tough S 4
time with this teaching task.

3. 2 0

34. I gave the student teacher very little support. 5 4 3 2 1 0

35. The pupils didn't know how to learn this 5 4
subject.

3. 2 1

36. The pupils didn't try to learn that day. 5 3 2 1 0

37. The student teacher didn't pay enough attention 5. 4
to what she or he was doing.

3 2 1 0

38. The student teacher is not good enough at 5 4
getting this subject across.

3 2 3. 0

39. The pupils had little aptitude for the topic. 5 4 3 2 1 0

40. Any teacher would have found it very hard to 4

teach these students,

47. I didn't try hard enough to assist the S 4

student teacher.

3

3

2'

2

1

1

.0

0 .
....

42. The pupils didn't pay attention that day. 5 4 3 2 1 0

21
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Appendix E

ATTRIBUTION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENT TEACHERS
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Pert Iv: Anal sis
f Stud

Su

Directions. sometimes
students in Your

class

quite successful in
learning. Why did

There
leaxn

so well on these diff 3Liere

probably a number of
-erent occasions? on the'"
reasons depending

particular student and day. But try t21114k
About all the events during the past te-- and

howoften each reason was imnnrtant.
the reason applies,

the 4--re important i Is.

For each of the statemts
indicate

theen below,importance of each statement by circling a inr
wing the code in the box.

Reasons for Student success in Learn
in

49. The students were
capable

learners.

50- I sPent a lot of time preparing
for this

51. I have a lot of ability for teaching
this eject"

52. supervising teacher really helped me.

53. Teaching this subject to these students l'kt
easY assignment.

54. The students worked
1

very hard.
ZS.

56.

57.

aver

I have a real talent fo. teaching iP this
field.

I tried very hard
to do a good job of te4nhin9

'

teaching task.
have had an easY tine .011.sMost teachers would

58. MY supervising teacher gave me the right kind of
Support.

-59. The students knew how to learn this subject
well'

60. The students really tried to do their best.

61- I Paid very careful attention to
what I *0.44 doing.

62. I'm good
et

getting this subject
acfOSS.

ct63. The students had ft lot of aptitude for this sullje

64. Any teacher would have. found it eaSY t° te4cb the°
students.

65. MY supervising teacher available when
seeded help.

66. The students paid careful atteutl°n that asY4

4

3 ft

teaming

-0,-tremely important reason

A Very important reason

fairly important reason
2

A Somewhat important reason

4 slightly important reason

Of no importance

1 ft

o

rtance of this reason. for

$4qnt success in learn

S 4T 3 2 1 0

0S 4 3 2 1

0
S 4 3 2 1

0S 4 3 2 1

0
S 4 3. 2 1

S 0
4 3 2 I.

0
5 4 3 2 1

S 0
4 3 2 1

0
S 4 3 2 1

S 0
4 3 2 1

04 3 2 1

S 0
4 3 2 1

0
4 3. 2 1

S 0
4 3 2 1

S 0
4 3 2 1

0S 4 3 2 1

5 0
4 3 2 1

0S 4 3 2 1



. .Part V: Anal ysis ofclexitreteStOtcLearn

Directions. You may have'found during the.Tt
itthat sometbuses students were not successfuJ..-44

learning- Why did they fail on these occa62O4,1s?
There are probably a number of reasons depehg
on the particular student and day. The mor.
often the reason applies, the more importall-
it is.

For each of the statements below, indicate the
importance of each statement by circling a fluslhek.
using the code in the box.

Reasons for Student Failure to Learn

5
44 extremely --4--rtant reason

4 ' A very important reason

3 fairly important reason

2 = Asamewbat ioportant reason

slightly
important

reason

0 = Of .. rtence at

67. The students were fairly slow learners.

68. 1 did not prepare well enough for the Sessic4.

69. I reallY don't havi much ability to teaCh th
subject.

70. MY SuPervising teacher didn't really hell)

71. Teaching this subject to this class was a sloat
difficult assignment.

72. The students didn't work very hard on tit cocasion.

73. I am just unable to teach this field well.

74. I didn't try very hard to do a good job of teAciaing-

75. Hest achers would have had a very tough tie withte

this teaching task.

76. My suPervising teacher gave me very little SIlppott

77. The students didn't know how to learn t0's 434ject.

78. The students didn't try to learn that day

79. I didn't pay enough attention to what I Was doing.

80. I am not good in getting this subject acOma,

Si. The students had little aptitude for the t°topic,ud

82. Any teaulAer would have found it yeti, hall3 to teach
these stUdents.

83. My suPervising teacher wasn't available Wheh I needed
belP.

84. The students didn't pay attention that

..,

A111k2r.tnseg...flAl=-Z.,ason forta3ure
to learn

1 0

1 0

5

5

S.

S

S

S

S

i

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

0

1 0

1 0

0

1 0

3. 0

1 0


